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Tama tu tama ora, tama noho tama mate

An active person will flourish, while a passive one will flounder

Kia ora Parents and Caregivers,

Welcome to the second half of the year. The children have settled in happily, and are ready for
action. We saw this in the confidence with which they shared and talked about their work at the
Celebration of Learning on Thursday. We hope you enjoyed the plays last term and seeing the
pleasure the children took in working together creatively. We look forward to building on the
momentum the plays built, in both language development and the key competencies. Many of the
reflections the children wrote after their performance showed us the progress they have made,
both individually, and as part of their teams.

Topics for Term Three

English
This term we are kick starting writing with a focus on poetry. Poetry covers a rich variety of language
and purpose; it is also a great way to make links between reading and writing. The children will be
reading poems to develop their comprehension strategies, and using them as models to base their
own writing on. Alongside poetry, we will be tying our writing with our inquiry study of ‘Matter
Matters’ where the children will write both explanations and informational reports. This writing is
also a precursor to next term’s critical literacy and persuasive writing unit.

Writing, moreover, is not a stand-alone subject. It can be used naturally across the curriculum.
Children write during reading, health, and in science, and writing is an integral part of the reflection
process.  It enables children to summarise, clarify, compare, analyse, memorise, demonstrate
understanding and share/develop ideas. In guided reading we will continue with the children’s novel
studies where they will discuss their responses to characters, and think about perspectives other
than their own.  In addition, we will read explanatory texts to complement our inquiry study of
liquids and gasses.



Science
This term our science inquiry ‘Matter Matters’ will focus on the different states of matter and also
consider kinetic energy. In this unit, the children will explain how solids, liquids and gasses differ and
what their internal structures are like. We also look at the effects of energy. In this unit the children
will have lots of practical experiences where they will observe and describe what is happening. We
will be feeding in appropriate scientific explanations and terminology.

Maths
This term we are moving from our focus of multiplication and division and onto fractions, ratios, and
proportions. Some of these concepts can be quite challenging and in these instances, we will be
providing children with lots of concrete materials to use. Multiplication skills come to the fore when
children convert fractions and apply them to sets of objects; so to support this unit, we will continue
to work on our basic facts knowledge, in particular getting those times tables fluent
Once a week, we will have mixed ability-group problem solving.  This allows the children to apply
their skills, learn from each other, and develop resilience and resourcefulness.

Home learning
Home learning will continue much the same as last term; children have the option to continue on
with any learning they are doing at school, including writing. We expect children to read every night
as this will support children’s language development and help them in their writing. Children can
continue to use MathsBuddy at home to improve their understanding of basic maths. This is a great
programme as it  offers tutorials and presents the concepts of the maths lesson step-by-step.

Every child needs to master the times tables.  Initially, it is good to work out how to solve the times
tables before memorising them. The strategy of doubling the 3x, 4x tables makes learning the 6x
and 8x much easier. For children who have mastered the times tables, it is important to keep up the
MathsBuddy to build and practise key skills .

Visual Art
In visual art this term we will be creating diagrams to show our thinking and processes and concepts
related to our science unit and other units. Our poetry unit will give us plenty of opportunities for
illustrating their writing or presenting it in a new way.

Te Reo Māori
In Te Reo this term we have Whaea Kapua taking small sessions with the children to build their
everyday use of Te Reo Māori.  This includes talking and introducing themselves. Supporting this the
children will use an online programme ‘Education Perfect’ to reinforce vocabulary and phrases, and
some special activities during Māori language week

Physical Education
We have syndicate sports on Friday (weather permitting) as well at least one physical education
skills session each week, and regular fitness sessions. Initially we will focus on netball and hockey
skills and many children will take part in Western Zones Netball and Hockey. As the term progresses,
and in preparation for athletics at the end of term, we will move to some of the skills associated
with athletics. It is very important for the children’s well being and enjoyment of school that they
get outside as much as possible and take part in physical activity.

Thank you for your ongoing support and contribution to your child’s learning. If you have any
concerns about your child's progress or wellbeing, please don’t hesitate to come and see us.

Nga mihi nui,
Jen, Rob, Beks, Charles




